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CDl-100 

Electroscope Cable Identification Instrument

 Introduction I 

Unknow situation 
Unknow situation 

The condition of the two ends of the cable is unknown, and the cable can be 
identified in the middle of the cable! 

Dead cable 

Unknow situation 

Live cable 

Unknow situation 

The condition of the two ends of the cable is unknown, and the cable can be 
identified in the middle of the cable! 

The cable inspector CDl-100 recognizes the spatial 
electromagnetic domain and the picked-up signal 
uses the power frequency domain algorithm 
analysis 叮efe「「ed to as PHA algorithm) to realize 
the judgment of the power frequency signal 
component. The instrument is easy to carry and 
easy to operate, unlike traditional cable 
identifiers.The cable inspector CDl-100 does not 
need to apply a signal to directly judge whether the 
cable is energized, and provides you with a reliable 
basis for judging the state of the cable 
suspension.Becoming a cable in your hand 
"Electrical Pen" to prevent personal accidents and 
power outages caused by accidental sawing of live 
cables. 

Application
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I Patent technology features 
I 

PHA space electromagnetic field mining spectrum 

@ PHA technology: analysis of power frequency domai 
algorithm, extracting the strongest electric field 

frequency signal and analyzing it in complex electric field 

@ The cable is directly inspected at the middle of the 

cable not at both ends of the cable. 

@ Self-test technology: The instrument comes with self
test function, which can detect the health of your 

equipment in real time 
@ Signal strength, magnetic field frequency, double 

guarantee. 

@ A curved sensor that fully conforms to the cable 
rface. 

I Features I 

- PHA T echnoloy
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． I��:-\ Curved design 

Lightweight and portable Full HD color screen 

I Live photo I 

Cable is not charged Cable is charged 
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